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About Priner

PRINER is the new name of
MillsISi, a leading Brazilian
provider of industrial
services and maintenance,
focused on Result Oriented
Management, commitment
to safety and innovation.

We have a dynamic, modern
and flexible team, specialized
in developing project s that
promote maximum efficiency
and flexibility, meticulous
planning, HSE and quality.

We operate throughout Brazil,
participating in major industrial
projects and providing services in the
Petrochemical, Pulp and Paper, Steel,
Offshore, Naval and Mining sectors.

Our History

Industrial Services

PRINER was established in 1982 as a MILLS
business unit to provide construction services
and industrial facilities in Brazil. In 2013, it
became an independent company under the
name Mills|Si. In 2016, the name changed to
Priner Serviços Industriais S.A.

Specialized in ACCESS, COATING, THERMAL
INSULATION and PRESSURIZED HABITAT, Priner
seeks innovative and integrated solutions, combining
practicality and productivity with environmental
conservation.

ACCESS
SCAFFOLDING SYSTEM
WEB DECKTM
UP SYSTEM
ROPE ACCESS

The execution of every project begins and ends with
Access, an area of our expertise. Most industrial
facilities have hard-to-reach areas, involving
safety risks and requiring valuable time for the
assembly and dismantling of access structures.
Priner is unrivalled in its ability to reach such places
to perform maintenance or installation work.
Our engineering team understands all the
issues involved, from the simplest to the most
complex environments, and we are experts in the
efficient coordination of our service portfolio.

Scaffolding System

All the components of our scaffolding system are
quick coupling, in line with standards NR-18 and
NR-34: poles, ledger, diagonals, aluminum boards,
extendable toe board and ladder. The solutions are
developed in-house, generating high productivity.

Web Deck TM

A rapid installation suspended access platform with
a high load capacity and protective netting for total
enclosure of the workplace.
Reduces installation time by up to 80%. The perfect
solution for underdecks, bridges, piers and towers.

Up System

A scissor mechanism, modular aluminum system,
light, quick and practical for internal assemblies such
as furnaces and silos. For use in heat generators,
boilers, internal tanks and confined environments.

Rope Access

We have a team of highly-trained industrial climbers
for special projects in the coating, inspection and
thermal insulation fields.

COATING

Protective coating is vital for preservation of assets
such as pipelines, equipment and metal structures.
It has a direct impact on industrial facilities, reducing
maintenance costs and environmental risks and
expanding the life cycle of industrial plants.

INSULATION
AND PFP

PRINER has efficient solutions for conventional and
removable thermal insulation systems, passive fire
protection and acoustic insulation, promoting energy
conservation, asset integrity and the reduction of
operational risks. We have highly-qualified technical
staff with extensive experience in the market.

HABITAT

The pressurized habitat enables the execution of
hot work such as welding, cutting and grinding
in classified areas. Ideal for use in offshore oil
platforms, refineries, industrial facilities and
petrochemical terminals with Ex requirements.

Project, Management
and QHSE

We are proud to stand as a reference in QHSE training
and practices in our market segment, and maintaining
the highest standards is one of Priner’s core values.
Our staff includes highly-trained and qualified
professionals, equipped to comply with all legal and
site procedures in the various market segments.
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Our Integrated Management seeks continuous
improvement of the organization’s internal processes,
taking preventive action to minimize irregularities,
accidents, incidents, occupational diseases and
environmental impacts.

ISO 14001

ISO 9001

OHSAS 18001

Inspection

When you are looking for
Industrial Services, you have
every reasons to choose Priner:

Commitment
An engaged Management Team, highly qualified to
face any challenge.

Safety

Technology

Our highly-trained personnel and rigorous compliance
with processes have assured 35 years of leadership.

We offer a full range of integrated services in
industrial access systems, painting, insulation
and pressurized habitat.

Cost-benefit
Cost efficiency and commitment
in providing the services.

NATIONAL PRESENCE
Rio de Janeiro - RJ
Phone: 21 | 3544-3100

Camaçari - BA
Phone: 71 | 3443-2700

Macaé - RJ
Phone: 22 | 2141-8500

São Paulo - SP
Phone: 11 | 3201-7831

contato@priner.com.br

www.priner.com.br

